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I came across a video of Ummah channel on YouTube the
other day critising the Saudi’s for celebrating eid the
wrong day. Saudi Okaz & UK moon photo dairy
From: ……..S  ۔Ali Sent: 13 September 2011
To: info@ummahchannel.tv
Subject: incorrect eid or fitna
Dear brothers in islam
I came across a video of ummah channel on youtube the other day critising the
saudi's for celebrating eid the wrong day.
Judging by your calculations of astrology which you seem to follow i have attached
picture which i took as soon as i saw the moon I thought of you guy this was on
the evening of 14th shawal just before magrib is this the moon of the 13th or 14th
its a shame that you guys cant see unity within islam and being called ummah TV
you spread fitna.
kinldy provide any evidence you have on this matter to prove that eid was not done
correctly by most of the uk ummah for a change as i also came across a distribution
which i have also attached.
Brother a simple question is that when the majority is united on one thing why is it
that a minority is causing doubt over this. is this a attack on saudi or what?
i have attached a article which i came across.
i look forward to hearing from you to help resolve fitna's spend by your channel.
also if you have any evidence of where this billion riyal compensation that saudi
came from the please forward details.
also i have attached a link from saudi
newspaper http://www.okaz.com.sa/new/Issues/20110913/Con20110913444444.htm
jazakallahklhar
kindly comment
s.Ali
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Photo of Full Moon sent out from Middlesex , West London,
which taken before Maghrib Salat of Monday 12 the Sep
2011=End of 14th of Shawwal 1432
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Latest News:
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Categorically removes all doubt

The night vision Aalghemra ascertain
Mohammed Houdad Jeddah

Cutting the moon to say all the preacher about the health of the vision stated by the
Supreme Council of Magistracy Hilal Eid al-Fitr, corresponding to the first of October
last, as it was completed on the night of the 15 yesterday, confirming the validity of
the vision.
The full moon after the heated debate among scholars and astronomers about the
health of vision Hilal Eid al-Fitr in the last period, where the Supreme Judicial Council
announced the new moon of Shawwal, while confirming the Assembly of
astronomers Saudi impossibility of his vision, and not the birth of the crescent only
after the specified time to see.
rejected the president of the astronomers in Jeddah, Dr.Majed Abu Zahra in a
telephone conversation with the «Gazette »Yesterday, commenting on the
emergence of full-moon, saying only that« as long as the Supreme Judicial Council
approved the sighting of the moon, We all must commit ourselves to do so ».
and deliberately citizen perigee peaceful, a preacher, watch the moon until late
yesterday evening, to make sure the full moon until the to whether the decision of the
Supreme Judicial Council.
The preacher said perigee peaceful, noted that the night before yesterday was the
Crescent which is incomplete parties, which means the health of sighting.
Some of the skeptics in the Declaration of the Supreme Judicial Council went to what
was seen in the last nights of Ramadan, not only the planet Saturn, which coincides
with his appearance in the evening around the same time.
and saw the views dialectical sharp debate between members of the Association of
astronomers and supporters of the Declaration of the Supreme Council of
Magistracy.
and full-time citizens who were disillusioned after the conflict of opinions, to see the
crescent middle of the month yesterday, and make sure they completed after the
departure of Some of righteousness on the outskirts of the cities, while others see
him only after the end of evening prayers.
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